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SMOKE SAUNA AND 
SAUNA FOOD BY 
THE CAMP FIRE 

(6 hours)



Guides: Terhi and Tuomas 
Korpijaakko  

• smoke sauna & hot tub at Kettukallion 
Elämystila

• dinner by the camp fire at Kettukallion 
Elämystila

Kettukallion Elämystila is built amongst 
Finnish nature. You can see beautiful woods 
reflected from the forest pond and enjoy the 
silence of the nature. There´s plenty of rustic 
tools and other items all around so there´s a lot of 
things to wonder and watch. 

Dinner 
Dinner is served in the idyllic lapp hut. Dinner is 
cooked on open fire just for you. Dinner includes 
starter salad based on Finnish vegetables and 
main course is traditional Finnish sauna food: sau-
sages and potato salad. After dinner we offer you 
coffee or tea cooked by fire and something very 
Finnish to eat for example apple or blueberry pie. 

Smoke sauna and a hot tub
Then it´s time for sauna. We have a traditional 
Finnish smoke sauna, where you can take your 
time enjoying the refreshing atmosphere. Smoke 
sauna is the origin of our everyday sauna. Right 
beside the smoke sauna there is a hot tub where 
you can sit and relax listening to the nature. The 
hot tub has room for 8 persons. 

Excursion facts; 
Duration: 6 hours or with transportations from 
Helsinki 8 hours. 

Location: Distance from Helsinki 70 km, from the 
centre of Lohja 15 km. Address: Joenpellontie 
145, 08480 Lohja 

Group Size: for groups (min 8. - max.16) 
Availability: All day 

Guided: Guidance languages Finnish and English 

Price:  1090€/ 8 persons, extras 90€/ person, 
Transportation 480€ 

What´s included: dinner by the camp fire, smoke 
sauna, hot tub, towels.  

Participants are advised to wear comfortable and 
warm clothing and good shoes. 

Optional extras: transportation, some handi-
crafts at Kettukallion Elämystila, beer tasting from 
local brewery, accommodation and breakfast in 
Kettukallion Elämystila or Gasthaus Lohja 

How to get there: Kettukallion Elämystila is 
located 74km from Helsinki and the ride takes 
1,5h. Not very good public transportation to this 
destination.


